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Finalità e obiettivi generali della disciplina:
Sviluppo di competenze linguistico-comunicative e sviluppo di conoscenze relative all’universo culturale
Anglofono. Come traguardo dell’intero percorso liceale si pone il raggiungimento di un livello di padronanza
riconducibile al livello B2 del Quadro Comune Europeo di Riferimento per le lingue.
Obiettivi disciplinari:

- Competenza linguistica nell’ambito dei testi letterari
- Capacità di analisi e di sintesi
- Capacità di cogliere tematiche rilevanti
- Capacità di cogliere nessi ed operare collegamenti.

Quanto al conseguimento degli obiettivi minimi si è ritenuto tale l’acquisizione delle metodologie e dei
contenuti di base della disciplina, cioè, una conoscenza essenziale degli stessi esposti in modo semplice, con
un margine di errore espressivo che non pregiudichi l’efficacia della comunicazione.
Nel corso dell’anno è stata utilizzata la piattaforma Moodle, adottata dalla scuola, per attività e/o
approfondimenti attraverso materiali.

Contenuti:
Libri di testo: M. Spiazzi - M. Tavella - M. Layton
 Performer Heritage 1 (from the Origins to the Romantic Age) - ed. Zanichelli.
 Performer Heritage 2 (from the Victorian Age to the Present Age) - ed. Zanichelli

●Romantic Poetry: the Romantic imagination – the figure of the child - the importance of the individual – the
cult of the exotic and the Past.

W. Blake (1757-1827)
Life and works:
• “Songs of Innocence” and “Songs of Experience” • Imagination and the poet • Blake’s interest in social
problems • Style

Texts:
 “London” from “Songs of Experience” – reading, analysis and critical appreciation
 “The Lamb” from “Song of Innocence”- reading, analysis and critical appreciation
 “The Tyger” from “Songs of Experience” – reading, analysis and critical appreciation

Themes:
Childhood The position of the poet The theory of the “complementary

opposites”
Imagination The prophetic function of the poet The vision of industrialism

Mary Shelley (1797-1851)
Life and works:
• A new interest in science
• “Frankenstein” or “The Modern Prometheus”:

• Plot and setting • The origins of the novel • The influence of science • Literary influences • Narrative
structure – the epistolary novel • Themes • The double
Texts:

 “The Creation of the Monster” from “Frankenstein” – reading, analysis and critical appreciation
Themes:

The quest for forbidden knowledge The limits of science
Science, the scientist and their responsibilities The monster as a social outcast



The Romantic Spirit
Characteristics and features of English Romanticism:
• Emotion vs. reason • A new sensibility • The emphasis on the individual • The Romantic Imagination • The
figure of the Child • The concept of the “noble savage”/Rousseau’s “Noble Savage” • the concepts of
childhood and Nature for the Pre-Romantics/Romantics and the Augustans ●The Importance of the Individual
• The cult of the exotic • Poetic technique • Two generations of poets ●the cooperation between
Wordsworth and Coleridge

The first Generation of the Romantic Poets:

W. Wordsworth (1770-1850)
Life and works:
• The Lyrical Ballads • the 1898 and the 1800 editions of the Lyrical Ballads ●The Manifesto of English
Romanticism • the cooperation between Wordsworth and Coleridge

The poet’s task and style

Texts:
 “Daffodils” (“I wandered lonely as a Cloud”) – reading, analysis and critical appreciation

Themes:
Childhood The vision of industrialism The language used in poetry

Imagination Emotions recollected in tranquillity The importance of the senses
The role of memory Relationship between man and nature The poet’s role and task

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834)

Life and works:

 “The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner”-plot and setting- atmosphere and characters- the importance of Nature- the
Rime and the traditional ballad- Imagination and fancy

Jane Austen (1775-1817)

Life and works:
Austen and the  novel of manners- Austen’s analysis of the characters- the theme of marriage-

Text: “Pride and Prejudice”-plot and setting- characters- theme and style-

“Darcy propose to Elisabeth ” – reading, analysis and critical appreciation

The Victorian Age
Historical and Social background:

●An Age of reform ●The first Reform Bill • Workhouses and religion • The Irish Potato Famine •
The repeal of the Corn Laws • Chartism • Technological progress • the fight for respectability

 Victorian values and ideals ● A complex age ●The Victorian Compromise ( anche materiale in
piattaforma)

• The triumph of the middle class● middle-class values ● Life in Victorian Britain

Victorian literature:
 The Victorian novel:

• Readers and writers • The publishing world • The Victorians’ interest in prose • The novelist’s
aim • The narrative technique • Setting and characters • Types of novels (The novel of manners,



the humanitarian novel, the novel of formation “Bildungsroman”, literary nonsense) • Women writers

C. Dickens (1812-1870)
Life and works:
• Characters • A didactic aim • Style and reputation • Dickens’s narrative
• “Oliver Twist”:

• The plot • Setting and characters • The world of the workhouse
Texts:

From “Oliver Twist”: “Oliver wants some more” reading and
analysisThe exploitation of children -Dickens’s defects and merits –
Themes:

Childhood and
exploitation

 The Workhouse Institution THe Industrial Revolution/Industrialism

The conditions of the
poorest classes

Work and Alienation Victorian Education

From text to screen: Oliver Twist- watching and understanding a scene of a film

The English Aesthetic Movement: characteristics and features
The Birth of the Aesthetic Movement :new aesthetic theories,the English Aesthetic Movement -the theorist
of English Aestheticism: Walter Pater’s influence –the features of Aesthetic works –the European Decadent
Movement – The Dandy and the Bohemian, the concept of “Art for Art’s sake”.
O. Wilde (1854-1900)
Wilde’s life and works
The rebel and the dandy -differences between the dandy and the bohemian (Wilde as a novelist: “The
Picture of Dorian Gray” and the theme of beauty – the plot characters – narrative technique –timeless
beauty.
Text:
From “The Picture of Dorian Gray  “The painter’s  studio”: reading, analysis and critical appreciation

From text to screen:  “Dorian Gray” - watching and understanding a scene of a film

The Modern Age –

A Modernist Writer:

J. Joyce(1882-1941)   Joyce’s life and works

“Dubliners”: structure and setting –characters - the paralysis – the epiphany – Joyce’s relationship to his country
and Dublin –
“Ulysses” : structure and setting- characters- the stream of cousciouness- the interior monologue
Text:
From ” Ulysses”:  Molly’s monologue- “ I said Yes I will Yes”: reading, analysis and critical appreciation

Themes:
The concept of paralysis The concept of

epiphany
Joyce’s
relationship to his
country and
Dublin

Roma, 01 Maggio 2022 L’Insegnante
Prof.ssa  Eleonora Albanese
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